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Abstract
Safety training programs are a popular method, in industry globally, to increase awareness of risks to employees
and employers and plays a critical part in reducing safety incidents. The most frequently used method to assess
the effectiveness of the training is to have the participants answer Multiple Choice Question (MCQ) and
True/False (T/F) questions after the training. The metrics used to report the outcome of the assessments have
drawbacks that make it difficult for the trainer and organization to easily identify the concepts that need more
focus and those that do not. The goal of this research study is to compare how the methods used to measure
training effectiveness of concepts in Level 2 post training assessment differ in how they assess training
effectiveness using actual training results. Pre- and Post-training assessments were administered to the
participants in 3 different utility industries and were analyzed for training effectiveness using the traditional
metrics as well as using ATEAL method. The results were then compared and detailed recommendations of the
best and least learned concepts by industry are presented based on these comparative analyses. The ATEAL
method is further used to quantify the opportunities for improvement in the training programs based on the
participant prior knowledge and any negative training impact observed. Results of the comparison of the various
methods show that the proposed ATEAL method provides a quick, accurate and easy way to assesses the
effectiveness of the training of concepts and the method identified that for 40% of the concepts trained a higher
percentage of participants exhibited more prior knowledge than positive learning and for 6% of the concepts a
higher percentage exhibited negative training. These results also provide a directional guide on the
improvements that can be made to improve the training effectiveness of the programs. Additionally, it also
shows that the ATEAL method can be used in any learning environment where there is a pre-/post-test
evaluation of the change and is not limited in application to MCQ and T/F questions.
Keywords: training effectiveness, adult learning, control question, prior knowledge, knowledge gained,
concepts trained
1. Introduction
Workplace training, globally, is an important way for organizations to increase the knowledge of their employees
and it has been reported that organizations invest approximately $55.3 billion to $200 billion annually (Salas &
Cannon-Bowers, 2001) on employee training. Brunello and Medio (2001) observed that different countries
invest differing amounts in employee training based on tenure, and there is an overall approach globally to
increase the knowledge of employees in an organization using formal training methods. With this level of fiscal
and time investment being made in training it is important to ensure that the training is effective and will result
in the expected changes in behavior among the participants.
Of the various topics that employees are trained on, safety training is particularly important due to the impact of
poor safety practices (Campbell-Kyureghyan & Cooper, 2012). According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the
number of fatal work injuries in the US for 2018 was 5,250, an increase of 2% (5,147) from 2017. Similar
statistics have been reported by Ho and Dzeng (2010) on occupational disasters in Taiwan and the International
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Labor Orgganization whho state that tthe constructioon industry hhas a dispropoortionally highh rate of reco
orded
accidents. This impact to
t human life and societies w
worldwide hass necessitated a number of llegislative actss and
organizatioons being instituted to reducce occupationaal injuries andd mandate worrkers to underggo safety education
through traaining. This iss a sound apprroach as trainiing is a provenn method to im
mprove the saafety condition
ns for
workers w
worldwide withh proven reduction in safety iincidents on thhe worksite (Bahn & Barratt-Pugh, 2012; Ho
H &
Dzeng, 2010; Burke et al.,
a 2006; Beckker & Morawettz, 2004; Dem
mirkesen & Ardditi, 2015; Cam
mpbell-Kyureg
ghyan,
2
The impportance of traaining is particcularly more soo in dynamic w
work environm
ments
Hernandezz, & Ahmed, 2013).
such as coonstruction whhich was notedd by Campbell-Kyureghyan, Ahmed and Beschorner (22013) as tradittional
approaches to implemennt safety protoccols with workkstation redesiggns are ineffecctive or not praactical.
Blume, Foord, Baldwin annd Huang (20110) and Tai (2006) noted thaat effective traiining can increease the knowlledge,
skills and abilities (KSA
A’s) of the em
mployees for oorganizationall benefit. In thhe case of saffety training th
his is
particularly important as there is signnificant humann and societal impact to thee employee’s aapplication of their
As in the workk environmentt. Alvarez, Sallas and Garofaano (2004) statted that traininng experts typiically
safety KSA
study trainning effectivenness through eevaluation andd, although traiining evaluatioon and traininng effectivenesss are
distinct cooncepts, they are
a related andd models that iintegrate both concepts provvide a better ooverall picture.. The
importancee of effective safety traininng was also sttated by Dem
mirkesen and A
Arditi (2015) w
who observed
d that
safety impprovements maay not be achieeved unless sppecial attentionn is paid to thee effectivenesss of learning du
uring
the training session.
m
trainingg effectiveness typically invvolve assessingg the overall pperformance of
o the
The methoods used to measure
participantts and no easy methodology exists to help organizations and trainers deetermine the leearning gaps and to
determine the best and least learnned concepts while compeensating for pprior knowleddge and guesssing.
Additionallly, the currentt methods do nnot provide eaasy directionall guidance on tthe countermeeasures that need to
be taken tto improve thee effectivenesss of the traininng for each cooncept trainedd. The improveements that ca
an be
made to trraining on conncepts related to safety is sppecifically imppactful due to the human annd societal ben
nefits
that changges in safety beehavior have onn participants and organizatiions.
In the com
mpanion paperr (Part 1), we describe the A
Assessment off Training Effeectiveness Adjjusted for Learrning
(ATEAL) methodology that is able tto assess the training effectiveness of eaach concept taaught in a training
wledge of the participants. T
This research study
s
session byy adjusting forr negative trainning impacts aand prior know
presents thhe results of the
t different trraining effectiiveness assessm
ment methodss of concepts for a pre-/post-test
assessmennt model and determines
d
how
w the models ddiffer from eacch other on thee concepts theyy report as best and
least learned.
d
2. Method
2.1 Assessment Metrics
ment metrics is contained inn the companioon paper and a brief summa
ary is
A complette description of the assessm
presented here. To alignn on nomenclaature, the possible outcomess of answers inn a pre- and post-test assessment
are detaileed below in Figgure 1.

Figure 1. Terrminology desccribing patternn of responses iin a pre-/post-ttest assessmennt model
anner
Each quaddrant in Figure 1 contains thee frequency or percentage off respondents tthat answered iin a certain ma
and can bee interpreted ass:
•

CC: T
The question is answered corrrectly in bothh pre- and post--tests

•

CI: T
The question iss answered corrrectly in the prre-test and incorrectly or IDK
K in the post-ttest
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•

IC: The question is answered incorrectly or as IDK in the pre-test and correctly in the post-test

•

II: The question is answered incorrectly or as IDK in both pre- and post-test assessments

It is important to note that for any question the combination of responses (correct and incorrect) can only lie in
one of the four quadrants.
2.1.1 Total Percent Correct (TPC): the TPC measures the number of questions that the participants answered
correctly in the post-training assessment or the number of participants who answered a certain question correctly
and it is shown below in formula (1).
(1)

Total Percent Correct (TPC) =

2.1.2 Post – Pre-Training Percent Correct (PPPC): the PPPC measures the difference between the
pre-/post-training scores, and can only be used when the same questions are administered before and after the
training. It is computed as shown below in formula (2).

−

Post – Pre-Training Percent Correct (PPPC) =

=

(2)

2.1.3 Prior Knowledge (PK): the PK measures the proportion of all participants who answered a question
correctly in the post-training assessment who also answered correctly in the pre-training assessment, as is shown
in formula (3).
(3)

Prior Knowledge (PK) =

2.1.4 Positive Training Impact (PTI): the PTI, shown in formula (4), measures the proportion of all the
participants who needed to learn the concept (responded incorrectly or IDK in the pre-test assessment) who
actually did learn the concept as indicated by their response changing to correct in the post-test.
Positive Training Impact (PTI) =

(4)

2.1.5 Negative Training Impact (NTI): the NTI, shown in formula (5), measures the proportion of participants
who presumably knew the concept prior to training (answered correctly in the pre-training assessment) who
answered incorrectly or IDK in the post-test assessment.
Negative Training Impact (NTI) =

(5)

2.1.6 Learning Adjustment Coefficient (LAC): the LAC measures the necessity of the training by comparing the
positive impacts of the training (PTI) to the prior knowledge (PK) of the participants, and it is calculated as
shown in formula (6).
LAC =

(

)

(6)

2.1.7 Net Training Impact Coefficient (NTIC): the NTIC measures the net impact of the training session by
comparing the positive impacts of the training (PTI) to the negative impact of training (NTI) of the respondents,
and it is calculated as shown in formula (7).
NTIC = PTI – NTI =

−

(7)

2.1.8 Training Effectiveness Matrix (TEM): The LAC and the NTIC can be summarized in a Training
Effectiveness Matrix (TEM) that allows for visual identification of the training effectiveness for a
concept/question, as shown in Figure 2. The quadrants of the matrix are described below.
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Figure 2. Trainning Effectiveeness Matrix w
with the quadraant layout
Contains questiions/concepts for which the participants eexperienced moore positive trraining impact than
Quad 1: C
either prioor knowledge or negative llearning impacct. The color gradient rangges from yelloow to green which
w
indicates inncreasing leveels of positive ttraining impacct for the particcipants.
Quad 2: C
Contains questiions/concepts ffor which the pparticipants haad more prior knowledge thaan positive training
impact butt did not experrience more neegative trainingg than positivee training.
Quad 3: C
Contains the quuestions/conceepts for whichh the participannts had higherr negative traiining impact and
a it
outweighs any positive training
t
impactt.
2.2 Industrry Applicationn
Workplacee safety and errgonomic trainning was develloped and deplloyed for multiiple sectors off the utility ind
dustry
by a team
m of researcherrs at the Univversity of Wissconsin-Milwaaukee under a DOL Susan Harwood Training
Grant. Tabble 1 illustratees the numberr of participannts, their roles,, number of qquestions basedd on types and
d the
usage of C
Control Questioon (CQ) and ““I Don’t Know
w” (IDK) optioon in the three energy sectorrs. The results from
these trainning sessions will
w be used tto evaluate thee performancee of the assesssment metrics by comparing
g and
contrastingg how each of metrics illustrrates participannt performancee for the conceepts taught.
List of the num
mber of traininng participants, assessment qquestions, and usage of CQ and IDK optio
on in
Table 1. L
each indusstry
Utility Sectoor

Participant Role

# of Parrticipants

# of MCQ
Asssessments

# of T/F
A
Assessments

Natural Gass

Employee – Tier 1
Employee – Tier 2
Manager – Tier 1
Employee – Tier 1
Manager – Tier 1
Employee – Tier 2
Employee – Tier 2
Manager – Tier 1
Managers =
Employees =

414
375
86
54
7
359
157
14
107
1,359

7
7
7
9
9
10
10
13

8
8
8
5
5
5
5
9

Electric Traansmission

Power Geneeration
Total = 1,4666

MCQ Assessme
ents
CQ
IDK
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Further deetails of the traaining methods, the content, and knowledgge testing, aree detailed in a prior paper wrritten
by the sam
me authors (Sam
muel, Azen, & Campbell-Kyyureghyan, 2019). The trainiing sessions w
were all face-to-face
and instruuctor-led with the number of training paarticipants rannging from 6−
−40 per class. The pre-testt and
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post-training assessments contained Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) and True or False (T/F) items to
determine the knowledge of the content for each participant. The pre-training assessment was completed just
prior to the training session and collected on completion. The training session typically lasted from 1-3 hours and
the same assessment was administered as the post-training assessment. The order of the options and the
questions were not rearranged between the pre-test and post-test assessments. The number of MCQ and T/F
questions for each of the utility sectors, based on the role of the participants, is summarized in Table 1. In the
MCQ assessment, one question, in both the pre- and post-training assessment, was a question contextually
similar to the content being trained but was not specifically covered in the training class. This is referred to as the
Control Question (CQ) and is used to explain if the participants had prior knowledge of the concept or were
guessing in the assessment. Further details of the CQ are provided in Samuel et al., (2019) and Caston, Cooper,
and Campbell-Kyureghyan (2009). Additionally, for the pre- and post-training assessments for the Electric
Transmission and Power Generation utility sectors an additional “I Don’t Know” (IDK) option was added, as
indicated in Table 1.
Training content and concepts were based on research that specifically targeted the areas of safety and
ergonomics in non-repetitive work environments (Ahmed & Campbell-Kyureghyan, 2014). To define the
ergonomic risks onsite visits were conducted, and data gathered from interviews with managers and employees
and direct observations using videotaping methods. Due to the differences in the types of utilities and the work
performed concepts were changed to best cater to each industry and combined with information from nationwide
industry and fatality statistics for utility industries (Campbell-Kyureghyan & Cooper, 2012). Table 2 details the
concepts trained and the number of questions in the assessments by concept for the various training groups in
each utility sector. Both employees and mid-level management were trained as it has been reported that
management’s commitment to safety results in lowering injury rates and improving the company safety culture
(Demirkesen, 2015).
Table 2. Concepts trained and number of assessment questions for each utility industry sector

Confined Space
Control Question
Electric Safety
Employee Rights & Responsibilities
Environment
General
Hearing Loss
Overexertion
PPE
Program Implementation
Root Cause Analysis
Slips, Trips & Falls
Struck by/caught between
Vehicle Safety
Vibration
Workplace Assessment

Natural Gas
Employee –
Tier 1 & 2
0
1
0
1
2
2
1
3
0
0
0
3
0
1
1
0

Electric Transmission
Employee –
Employee –
Tier 1
Tier 2
0
0
0
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
2
2
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

Manager –
Tier 1
0
1
0
1
1
2
1
1
0
2
1
3
0
1
1
1

Power Generation
Manager –
Employee –
Tier 1
Tier 2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
5
5
0
0
3
0
1
0
2
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
4
0

The assessment metrics were calculated for each of the training groups and are compared and contrasted to
identify the metrics that best help determine the performance of the participants and the direction of training
improvements required.
3. Results
The pre- and post-training assessment results for the participants from the various utilities are calculated using
the TPC, PPPC, and ATEAL measures to help identify the concepts which were best learned, the concepts for
which the participants had the most prior knowledge, and the concepts for which the participants experienced
higher negative impact. Additionally, the responses of the participants on the Control Question and its
representation by the various metrics is examined. Ideally, in all cases, we would expect the CQs to be at (0.5, 0)
in the TEM when using the ATEAL method, and zero when using the PPPC or the TPC as this would indicate
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zero learniing. However,, if there was ssome prior knoowledge on thhe CQ, we wouuld expect thee TPC to be grreater
than zero aand the CQ to lie in either Q
Quad 1 or 2 when using the A
ATEAL methodd. The followiing sections present
the results by each utilityy as the conceppts trained varried by the induustry.
3.1 Naturaal Gas Utility
Table 3 illustrates the training
t
perforrmance metriccs calculated ffor the Tier 1 Employee traaining group in
n the
Natural Gaas Utility sectoor. A total of 405 participannts answered eeach question/concept in this training grou
up. If
one used T
TPC to measurre training effe
fectiveness, thee conclusion w
would be that V
Vehicle Safetyy, Employee Rights
R
& Responnsibilities, and Slips, Trips & Falls are thhe best learnedd concepts by this group. H
However, the PPPC
P
indicates thhat Hearing Looss is the best learned conceept by a large m
margin.
Natural Gas Utiility – Tier 1 E
Employees (n = 405) assessm
ment result mettrics
Table 3. N
Cooncept
TPC
PPPC
1
Coontrol Question
11%
4%
2
Em
mployee Rights & Responsibilities
99%
9%
88%
3
Ennvironment
9%
82%
4
Geeneral
27%
84%
5
Heearing Loss
67%
82%
6
Ovverexertion
31%
99%
7
Sliips, Trips & Falls
22%
100%
8
Veehicle Safety
4%
87%
9
Viibration
-2%
Note. TPC – Total Percent Correct; LAC – Leearning Adjustmeent Coefficient; PPPC – Post –
Training Imppact Coefficient.

L
LAC
0..41
0..50
0..44
0..56
0..83
0..62
0..61
0..52
0..34
Pree-Training

NTIC
C
-0.47
0.90
0.64
0.58
0.72
0.71
0.99
1.00
0.50
Percennt Correct; NTIC – Net

Effectiveness M
Matrix, as show
wn in
In applyinng the ATEAL method and pplotting these 9 concepts on tthe Training E
Figure 3, iit is clear that Hearing Losss is the best leearned conceptt, and that the prior knowleddge level was low.
Employee Rights & Reesponsibilities had about eqqual number of participantts who had prior knowledg
ge as
participantts who learned the conceptt. The particippants all expeerienced positiive learning fo
for the concep
pts of
General, H
Hearing Loss, Overexertion,
O
Slips Trips & Falls, and Vehhicle Safety.

Figure 3. Training
T
Effecttiveness Matrixx for the Naturral Gas Utility – Tier 1 emplloyees
ment and Vibrration
The particcipants exhibiited consideraable prior knoowledge for tthe concepts of Environm
(numberedd 3 & 9 in Figuure 3). A total of three questiions were assoociated with these two conceppts and, since there
was such a high amountt of prior know
wledge amongg the participannts, it would ppotentially havve been a better use
of particippant time to redduce the numbber of questionns and amount of training on these conceptts and instead focus
f
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on the other concepts that needed to be learned. Finally, the ATEAL method does an excellent job in identifying
the CQ (numbered 1 in Figure 3) among the concepts taught. As indicated previously, the CQ is a concept that
was not taught in the training, but was thematically similar to the rest of the content tested, and was used to
estimate the amount of guessing by the participants. The results show that there was more negative training
impact than positive training on the CQ and that the participants were having difficulty answering the question.
This is the only question for which the NTIC is less than zero. By having the CQ and using it along with the
other assessment results, we can clearly see that the ATEAL method helps provide considerably higher
resolution in understanding the effectiveness of the training of each concept compared to the PPPC metric.
Table 4 illustrates the training performance metrics calculated for the Tier 2 Employee training group in the
Natural Gas Utility sector. A total of 347 participants answered each question/concept in this training group.
Similar to the Tier 1 Employee group, the TPC metric does not indicate that Hearing Loss is the best learned
concept as it includes the prior knowledge in the final assessment results reported. However, the PPPC identifies
Hearing Loss as the best learned concept.
Table 4. Natural Gas Utility – Tier 2 Employees (n = 347) assessment result metrics
Concept
TPC
PPPC
LAC
NTIC
1
Control Question
42%
27%
0.55
0.10
2
Employee Rights & Responsibilities
96%
8%
0.50
0.85
3
Environment
87%
6%
0.42
0.60
4
General
77%
23%
0.52
0.49
5
Hearing Loss
81%
56%
0.78
0.63
6
Overexertion
78%
21%
0.53
0.58
7
Slips, Trips & Falls
97%
16%
0.53
0.88
8
Vehicle Safety
100%
7%
0.51
0.96
9
Vibration
83%
-7%
0.30
0.41
Note. TPC – Total Percent Correct; LAC – Learning Adjustment Coefficient; PPPC – Post – Pre-Training Percent Correct; NTIC – Net
Training Impact Coefficient.

In applying the ATEAL method, the Training Effectiveness Matrix for these 9 concepts, shown in Figure 4,
clearly identifies Hearing Loss (numbered 5 in Figure 4) as the best-learned concept. The rest of the concepts
have very similar results to those observed with the Tier 1 Employee training group, with the participants having
higher prior knowledge for the Environment and Vibration concepts (numbered 3 & 9 in Figure 4). The CQ
(numbered 1 in Figure 4) for Tier 2 trainees lands in Quad 1, whereas for the Tier 1 training group it was in
Quad 3. This indicates that there was more positive learning on the CQ than both prior knowledge and negative
training. However, its magnitude is very low (close to 0.5, 0) indicating that the net learning was almost zero.
This could be explained by the fact that more participants in the Tier 2 Employee group guessed correctly on the
CQ compared to the Tier 1 Employee group.
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Figure 4. Training Efffectiveness M
Matrix for the G
Gas Utility – Tiier 2 Employeees
mance metrics calculated for the Manager ttraining group in the Naturall Gas
Table 5 illlustrates the traaining perform
Utility secctor. A total of 78 participannts answered each questionn/concept in thhis training grooup. Similar to the
Tier 1 andd Tier 2 Emplloyee groups, the TPC mettric does not iindicate that H
Hearing Loss is the best lea
arned
concept byy the training participants as it includes thhe prior know
wledge in the ffinal assessmennt results repo
orted;
however, tthe PPPC idenntifies Hearing Loss as the beest learned conncept.
Natural Gas Utiility – Manageer (n = 78) asseessment result metrics
Table 5. N
Conccept
1
Conttrol Question
2
Empployee Rights & R
Responsibilities
3
Enviironment
4
Geneeral
5
Hearring Loss
6
Overrexertion
7
Proggram Implementatiion
8
Roott Cause Analysis
9
Slipss, Trips & Falls
10
Vehiicle Safety
11
Vibrration
12
Workkplace Assessmennt
Note. TPC – Total Percent Correct; LAC – Leearning Adjustmeent
Training Imppact Coefficient.

TPC
PPPC
LAC
N
NTIC
14%
-15%
0.22
-00.62
96%
9%
0.51
0.87
91%
10%
0.48
0.74
88%
29%
0.62
0.77
87%
62%
0.80
0.76
78%
50%
0.75
0.56
97%
5%
0.48
0.87
71%
26%
0.54
0.43
98%
18%
0.58
0.95
100%
9%
0.54
1.00
92%
1%
0.31
0.53
56%
21%
0.58
0.15
Coefficient; PPPC – Post – Pree-Training Percennt Correct; NTIC – Net
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Figgure 5. Trainingg Effectivenesss Matrix for thhe Gas Utility – Managers
Effectiveness M
Matrix for the 12 concepts fo
or the
In applyinng the ATEAL method, Figuure 5 presents tthe Training E
Manager ttraining groupp, and clearly shows that thee CQ (numberr 1 in Figure 5) is unlike thhe other questtions.
The particcipants had higher prior knoowledge for tthe concepts oof Environmennt, Program Im
mplementation
n and
Vibration (numbered 3,, 7 & 11 resppectively in Fiigure 5), for w
which there w
were a total off 4 questions. The
for the other 8 concepts coveered in the training
Manager ttraining group is observed too exhibit posittive learning fo
program.
3.2 Electriic Transmissioon Utility
Table 6 illustrates the trraining perforrmance metricss calculated foor the Tier 1 E
Employee andd Manager training
T
U
Utility sector, as both group
ups were admiinistered the ssame MCQ & T/F
group in tthe Electric Transmission
assessmennts. A total of 60
6 participantss answered eacch question/conncept in this trraining group. If TPC was used to
measure trraining effectivveness, we woould have conccluded that Veehicle Safety, Slips, Trips & Falls and PPE
E are
the best leearned conceptts by this grouup. However, P
PPPC indicates that Generall is the best leaarned concept by a
large marggin.
Electric Transm
mission Utility – Tier 1 Emplloyees (n = 60)) assessment reesult metrics.
Table 6. E
Conncept
1
Elecctric Safety
2
Em
mployee Rights & R
Responsibilities
3
Envvironment
4
Genneral
5
Heaaring Loss
6
Oveerexertion
7
PPE
E
8
Slipps, Trips & Falls
9
Vehhicle Safety
Note. TPC – Total Percent Correct; LAC – Leearning Adjustmeent
Training Imppact Coefficient.

TPC
93%
95%
88%
63%
87%
79%
96%
96%
97%
Coefficient;

P
PPPC
221%
113%
112%
443%
227%
113%
229%
115%
88%
PPPC – Post –

LA
AC
NTIC
C
0.553
0.78
0.449
0.80
0.550
0.70
0.773
0.23
0.552
0.68
0.448
0.56
0.440
0.43
0.660
0.95
0.556
0.96
Pree-Training Percennt Correct; NTIC – Net

L method and pplotting the Trraining Effectiveness Matrixx as shown in F
Figure 6, it is clear
In applyinng the ATEAL
that this ggroup had more learning thhan prior know
wledge for thee General (nuumbered 4 in F
Figure 6) con
ncept;
however, tthey did experiience more neggative trainingg for this conceept than the cooncepts of Slips Trips & Falls and
Vehicle Saafety (numbereed 8 & 9 in Fiigure 6). The pparticipants haad considerablyy higher priorr knowledge fo
or the
concepts oof Employee Rights
R
& Respponsibilities, E
Environment, Over Exertionn and PPE (nnumbered 2, 6 & 7
respectivelly in Figure 6)). Thus, despitte having PPPC
C scores of 133%, 12%, 13%
% and 29% resppectively, they
y still
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lie in Quad 2, thus indiccating that there was a loweer need to trainn on these conncepts. There w
was no CQ forr this
training grroup.

Figure 6. Training Effeectiveness Mattrix for the Eleectric Transmisssion Utility – Tier 1 Employyees & Manag
gers
t
perforrmance metriccs calculated ffor the Tier 2 Employee traaining group in
n the
Table 7 illustrates the training
U
If we uused the TPC tto measure traaining effectiveeness, we wouuld have conclluded
Electric Trransmission Utility.
that Vehiccle Safety, Heaaring Loss andd Slips, Trips & Falls are thee best learned concept by thiis group. How
wever,
PPPC wouuld have us coonclude that thhe General andd Control Quesstion concepts were the bestt learned by a large
margin.
Electric Transm
mission Utility – Tier 2 Emplloyees assessm
ment result mettrics.
Table 7. E
Concept*
TPC
PPPC
LAC
NTIC
1
Control Quuestion (n=293)
45%
33%
0.60
0.19
2
Electric Saffety (n=292)
88%
22%
0.54
0.69
Employee Rights
R
& Responssibilities (n = 217))
88%
3
0%
0.32
0.48
Environmennt (n=217)
87%
4
2%
0.40
0.58
68%
5
38%
0.59
0.49
General (n=
=217)
93%
6
21%
0.56
0.81
Hearing Looss (n=287)
87%
7
7%
0.42
0.62
Overexertioon (n=293)
77%
8
5%
0.31
0.36
PPE (n=2177)
93%
9
11%
0.43
0.70
Slips, Tripss & Falls (n=293)
94%
10
-1%
0.24
0.60
Vehicle Saffety (n=293)
Note. *Wherre ‘n’ is the numbeer of participants answering questioons on that speciffic concept; TPC – Total Percent Correct; LAC – Learning
Adjustment C
Coefficient; PPPC
C – Post – Pre-Traiining Percent Corrrect; NTIC – Net Training Impact C
Coefficient.

C indicates thatt there is negattive learning ffor the conceptt of Vehicle Safety. This, hoowever, is diffferent
The PPPC
from the iinformation we
w observe whhen using the ATEAL methhod. In review
wing the Traiining Effective
eness
Matrix forr this training group, shownn in Figure 7, we observe that none of the concepts exhibited neg
gative
learning. T
The participantts have higherr prior knowledge on the conncepts of Empployee Rights & Responsibillities,
Environmeent, Overexerrtion, PPE, Sllips Trips & Falls and Veehicle Safety (numbered 3, 4, 7, 8, 9 & 10
respectivelly in Figure 7)). The traineess exhibit positive learning for the concepts of Electric Saafety, Hearing Loss
and Generral (numbered 2, 6 & 5 resppectively in F
Figure 7). Of tthese conceptss, the General and Hearing Loss
concepts (nnumbered 5 & 6 in Figure 7) are the best llearned conceppts. The CQ also lies in Quadd 1 for this training
group, pottentially due too correct guessing by the partticipants.
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Fiigure 7. Traininng Effectiveneess Matrix for tthe Electric Trransmission Uttility – Tier 2 E
Employees
U
3.3 Powerr Generation Utility
Table 8 illlustrates the training
t
perforrmance metriccs calculated ffor the Managgers training ggroup in the Power
Generationn Utility. A tootal of 12 partiicipants answeered each quesstion/concept in this trainingg group. If the TPC
was used tto measure traiining effectiveeness, we would have concluuded that Conffined Space annd Environmen
nt are
the best leearned conceptt by this groupp. However, P
PPPC would haave us concludde that Confinned Space, Hearing
Loss and Struck by/cauught between aare the best leearned conceppts. Additionallly, the PPPC illustrates tha
at the
Managers had a positivee learning expeerience for the CQ.
Managers (n = 112) assessmentt result metricss
Table 8. Power Generatiion Utility – M
C
Concept
T
TPC
PPPC
1
C
Confined
Space
1100%
33%
%
2
C
Control
Question
558%
58%
%
3
E
Environment
1100%
8%
%
4
G
General
992%
17%
%
5
H
Hearing
Loss
992%
33%
%
6
O
Overexertion
994%
13%
%
7
P
Program
Implemenntation
997%
17%
%
8
R
Root
Cause Analyssis
225%
17%
%
9
S
Slips,
Trips & Fallss
992%
13%
%
10
S
Struck
by/caught bbetween
442%
33%
%
11
W
Workplace
Assessm
ment
227%
27%
%
Note. TPC – Total Percent Correct; LAC – Leearning Adjustmeent Coefficient; PPPC – Post –
Training Imppact Coefficient.

LA
AC
NTIC
C
0.667
1.00
0.779
0.58
0.554
1.00
0.442
0.67
0.663
0.88
0.660
0.92
0.555
0.92
0.664
-0.733
0.551
0.78
0.558
0.36
0.664
0.27
Pree-Training Percennt Correct; NTIC – Net

Utility Manage
ers is
Using the ATEAL methhod, the Trainning Effectiveeness Matrix ffor the Power Generation U
Figure 8. It shoows that more of participants have prior knnowledge for tthe General cooncept (numbered 4
shown in F
in Figure 88) than those that
t
learned thhe concept. Thhe matrix show
ws that the parrticipants expeerienced signifficant
negative learning for thhe Root Causee Analysis conncept (numberred 8 in Figurre 8), a detaill that could no
ot be
discerned by looking at the TPC or thhe PPPC metriics. The matrixx also shows tthat, other thann the two concepts
detailed abbove, the particcipants experieenced positivee training for alll the other conncepts includinng the CQ.
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Figure 8. Training
T
Effecctiveness Matriix for the Poweer Generation Utility – Manaagers
mance metricss calculated foor the Employyees training ggroup in the Power
Table 9 illlustrates the trraining perform
Generationn Utility. A tootal of 176 parrticipants answ
wered each queestion/concept in this traininng group. If we use
the TPC too measure trainning effectivenness, we woulld conclude thaat Environmennt and Slips Trrips & Falls arre the
best learneed concept byy this group. H
However, PPPC
C would havee us conclude that Confinedd Space and Struck
by/caught Between are thhe best learnedd concepts.
mployees (n = 176) assessm
ment result metrrics.
Table 9. Power Generatiion Utility – Em
Conccept
TPC
PPPC
1
Conffined Space
73%
22%
2
Conttrol Question
30%
10%
90%
3
Empployee Rights & R
Responsibilities
9%
94%
4
Enviironment
7%
85%
5
Geneeral
13%
54%
6
Hearring Loss
15%
91%
7
Overrexertion
14%
93%
8
Slipss, Trips & Falls
12%
76%
9
Strucck by/caught betw
ween
21%
Note. TPC – Total Percent Correct; LAC – Leearning Adjustmeent Coefficient; PPPC – Post –
Training Imppact Coefficient.
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L
LAC
0..44
0..36
0..38
0..43
0..40
0..35
0..47
0..47
0..45
Pree-Training

NTIC
C
0.46
-0.09
0.59
0.72
0.55
0.21
0.70
0.75
0.48
Percennt Correct; NTIC – Net
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Figure 9. Training
T
Effecttiveness Matrixx for the Poweer Generation U
Utility – Employees
Using the ATEAL methhod and the Trraining Effectiiveness Matrixx shown in Figgure 9 for the Power Generration
Employees traiining group, w
we observe thaat, despite the rresults reporteed by the TPC and the PPPC
C, the
Utility – E
larger num
mber of traineees had prior knnowledge on aall of the trainning concepts. The method aalso clearly iso
olates
the CQ (nnumbered 2 in Figure 9) by illustrating thhat it lies in Q
Quad 3 and thaat the participaants were having a
difficult tim
me answering it. This impliees that consideerable improveement is needeed on the conccepts trained fo
or the
training too be useful to thhe participantss and the organnization.
4. Discusssion
The resultts from the different
d
trainiing groups ussing the variouus assessmentt metrics dem
monstrated tha
at the
ATEAL m
method is easy to interpret annd is helpful inn determining the steps thatt need to be takken to improv
ve the
training. F
For consistencyy and flow, thee discussion is presented by uutility as was tthe case in the Results section.
4.1 Naturaal Gas Utility
For the Naatural Gas Utillity Tier 1 Em
mployees, the A
ATEAL methood identifies ‘H
Hearing Loss’ as the best lea
arned
concept foollowed by thhe concepts oof Slips Trips & Falls, Overexertion, Geeneral and Veehicle Safety. The
participantts exhibited higher
h
prior kknowledge thaan positive traaining for thee concepts off Environmentt and
Vibration. This implies that the trainner could eitheer reduce the time spent onn training theese concepts to
o the
participantts, or train conntent within thhe concepts thaat would be m
more value added to the partiicipants in term
ms of
gaining neew knowledgee. It is very innteresting to nnote that the A
ATEAL matrixx clearly idenntifies the CQ as a
question thhe participantss had trouble aanswering and places it in Quuad 3. Hence, w
we can easily conclude that there
was more negative learnning than posittive learning fo
for the CQ. Sinnce this question was not tauught in the training
milar
session, it is appropriatee and correct that the matrixx separates it from the rest of the questioons taught. Sim
where Hearingg Loss is the beest learned con
ncept
trends are observed in thhe Natural Gass Utility Tier 2 Employees, w
ment and Vibraation. In the ca
ase of
and the paarticipants had very high prioor knowledge ffor the conceptts of Environm
the CQ, hoowever, the matrix
m
shows thhat there was aalmost zero leaarning as it is vvery close to ((0.5, 0). This is
i the
expected ooutcome in thee ATEAL metthod as the CQ
Q concept wass not taught dduring the trainning and we would
w
expect no positive or negative learningg. Finally, the Natural Gas U
Utility Manageers exhibit the same trends as
a the
mployees. Thatt is, Hearing L
Loss is the besst learned concept and the C
CQ is located in Quad 3, clearly
Tier 1 Em
separated ffrom the rest of
o the questionns.
In the com
mpanion paperr, we observee that the TPC
C metric is ovverly optimistiic in its depicction of participant
performannce in the casee of the scenaario and simulaation analysis.. These trendss are again seeen when analy
yzing
actual traiining data andd the implicatiions are more profound. In the Natural G
Gas Utility, T
TPC shows Ve
ehicle
Safety to bbe the best learrned concept ffor the Tier 1 E
Employees, Tiier 2 Employeees and Managers. This, how
wever,
is due to thhe participantss having very hhigh prior knoowledge (over 95%) of this cconcept; that iss, they were ab
ble to
answer it correctly in both
b
the pre- aand post-test aassessments. L
Looking strictlly at the TPC metric, the trrainer
mong the 875 participants in
n the
would havve interpreted that ‘Vehicle Safety’ was tthe best learneed concept am
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Natural Gas Utility and that its content and method of delivery was highly effective due to its positive impact
with such a large number of participants. However, because of the high level of prior knowledge, there should
have only been a cursory overview of this concept and an argument can be made that it did not need to be tested
in the post-test assessment.
The results of the PPPC in the scenario and simulation analysis in the companion paper show that it is better at
compensating for prior knowledge than TPC. This benefit is further observed when looking at the results of
actual training and assessments conducted on the participants from the various utility companies. For the Tier 1
Employees in the Natural Gas Utility, the PPPC identifies the concept of ‘Hearing Loss’ to be the best learned
concept and ‘Vibration’ to the worst learned concept. In looking at the actual performance of the participants for
‘Vibration’ (CC = 80%; IC = 7%; CI = 9%) we observe that its negative PPPC value is due to the high prior
knowledge among the participants and the small number of participants who experienced negative learning.
The PPPC metric also does not isolate the CQ and, although it reports a low performance of the participants for
the CQ, it is in line with the results for ‘Vehicle Safety’ which had a low score due to very high prior knowledge.
The same trends for the concepts are observed for Natural Gas Utility Tier 2 Employees. For the Managers, the
concept of ‘Hearing Loss’ is identified as the best learned concept and the CQ receives a negative score.
4.2 Electric Transmission Utility
Using the ATEAL method to analyze the data for the Electric Transmission Utility, for Tier 1 Employees there
was positive learning on six of the nine concepts taught, with the ‘General’ concept being the best learned
because the participants had the least prior knowledge and comparatively learned the most on this concept. For
the Electric Transmission Utility Tier 2 Employees, the concept of ‘Hearing Loss’ was the best learned concept
and the participants exhibited positive learning on four of the ten concepts tested. The CQ, as seen before,
exhibited low learning and, although it is in Quad 1, it is the closest of all the concepts taught to (0.5, 0). When
using the TPC to analyze the data in the Electric Transmission Utility, the concept of ‘Vehicle Safety’ again
seems to be the best learned concept by the Tier 1 & 2 Employees due to the high level of prior knowledge (over
85%) among the participants. In using the PPPC to analyze the data of the Tier 1 Employees, the ‘General’
concept is identified as the best learned concept and ‘Vehicle Safety’ as the least learned concept. This is the
exact opposite of the results from the TPC metric, and is a more accurate representation of participant knowledge
levels as the participants had the highest amount of prior knowledge for ‘Vehicle Safety’. Similarly, for the Tier
2 Employees in the Electric Transmission Utility, the ‘General’ concept is identified as the best learned concept.
Due to high prior knowledge and a small number of participants experiencing negative learning, the metric
identifies ‘Vehicle Safety’ and ‘Employee Rights & Responsibilities’ as the worst learned concept.
4.3 Power Generation Utility
Using the ATEAL method, we observe that there was positive learning on eight of the eleven concepts on which
Managers were tested. It is extremely interesting to observe that the CQ was the best learned concept, as over 50%
of the participants went from incorrect and IDK responses to the CQ in the pre-test assessment to correct
responses in the post-test assessment. This could imply that the concept was inadvertently trained in the class by
the trainer or that the participants were able to correctly guess the post-test answer. We observe that the concept
of Root Cause Analysis had considerable negative training impact and very low prior knowledge. This is a
critical issue as this concept is key for the Managers to diagnose safety issues correctly and implement
countermeasures to improve the safety of the employees. In further researching the results, we observe that 58%
of the participants exhibited zero learning; thus, it is important for the trainers to revisit this concept with this
group to ensure that they understand and learn the concepts. It is not possible to quickly arrive at this conclusion
when solely looking at TPC and PPPC metrics. Hence, this shows that using the ATEAL method is better and
quicker at helping discern participant learning and helps trainers determine countermeasures in an expeditious
manner. For the Power Generation Utility Employees, we observe that the CQ lies in Quad 3 and we observe that,
for all the other concepts taught, the participants exhibited considerably higher prior knowledge than learning.
This is concerning as it shows that a majority of the participants did not learn anything new and the effective use
of their time comes into question.
Using the TPC the concept of ‘Environment’ is shown to be the best learned concept for both the Employees and
the Managers due to high prior knowledge (over 84%). The Managers of the Power Generation Utility are also
shown to have high learning for the concept of ‘Confined Space’ as reported by this metric. For this concept
there was considerably less prior knowledge (66%) and 33% of the Managers learned the concept. In using the
PPPC to analyze the results for the Managers in the Power Generation Utility, we observe that the CQ is reported
as the best learned concept. Although this is counterintuitive, the results are due to the 0% prior knowledge and
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50% of the participants who answered correctly in the post-test assessment. The other concepts ranked lower
mainly due to the fact that participants had higher prior knowledge. Finally, for the Employees of the Power
General Utility, the concept of ‘Confined Space’ is reported to be the best learned concept, although 48% of the
participants had prior knowledge of this concept, and ‘Environment’ is the least learned concept due to 84% of
the participants having prior knowledge of this concept.
A common observation through the results and discussion across all of the utilities is the level of prior
knowledge that the participants possess for the various concepts trained. Using the ATEAL method we can
clearly determine when there are more participants exhibiting prior knowledge than learning. This is impossible
to determine when using the TPC metric as it does not compensate for prior knowledge and reports it as learning.
Using the PPPC, it takes more time to discern if the low (or) negative values are due to high prior knowledge or
negative learning. The metric does not separate the elements, so it requires additional detailed review of the raw
score that takes time and effort and may not always be conducted.
The limitation of ATEAL is that the method requires the presence of matched pre- and post-training assessment
results, as the analysis is based on baseline knowledge and learning and cannot be used when there are only
post-training assessment results. The application of the method may also require some basic training for trainers
and organizations. This training, however, is minimal, as the calculations are simple and graphics are easily
implemented by using widely available software packages such as MS Excel.
One of the generalizable benefits of the ATEAL method is that it can be used for any type of assessment
situation where there is a pre- and post-test assessment. For example, suppose assembly workers were being
trained to improve assembly practices, and the assessment was made by an assessor observing the assembler for
performance in the categories of quality, speed, efficiency, following standard work, etc. If the assessment is
made on the assembler prior to training, and a score obtained for the various categories, the training conducted
and the assembler can then be reassessed on their performance post training and the ATEAL method can be used
to measure the training effectiveness in this scenario. Thus, the method is more widely applicable than in just the
case of MCQ assessments. This may have remarkable implications for the organizations and the participants as
the training time can be reduced and the effectiveness improved simultaneously. Additionally, reduction in
training time may have fiscal impacts that result in a higher return on investment (ROI) for the training with a
higher focus on concepts for which the participants genuinely have knowledge gaps.
5. Conclusion/Future Direction
Metrics to quantify the amount of learning that training participants exhibit for a particular training course, or
concepts within the course, are critical to understanding the effectiveness of the training, specifically in the
context of workplace safety-related concepts. Using the ATEAL method to measure training effectiveness for
training conducted with 1,466 participants from a variety of utility industries, and comparing the results to
traditional measurement metrics, we observe that the ATEAL method proves very effective in quickly
identifying the learning gaps that the participants experienced and in giving direction on the countermeasures
that should be taken for each concept trained.
Some recommendations that can be derived from this study are:
•

Using only the TPC in the post-test assessment to evaluate training effectiveness (or) how much the
participants learned is shown to be a highly inaccurate method and does not give clear guidance on areas of
improvement.

•

The PPPC is shown to be a better metric than the TPC to evaluate training effectiveness; however, it lacks
the ability to quickly provide information on the changes needed in the training content or its delivery to
improve training effectiveness.

•

The ATEAL method uses metrics that are of greater accuracy, are easy to calculate, and provide intuitive
output that allows for easy visualization of the training effectiveness results. It provides a great way to
illustrate the training effectiveness of each concept taught to the participants and can be used to quickly
determine the countermeasures that need to be taken by the trainer with regards to content delivery or
development as part of the training program. This then provides information on how to improve training
effectiveness in future training sessions on the topic. Organizations can also benefit considerably from this
method as it helps them understand the concepts that the participants can be held accountable for as well as
the specific concepts that need further reinforcement to ensure the employees have safe work practices in
their work environment.

•

Using the ATEAL method, the trainers and the organizations are able to quickly identify the concepts for
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which the participants had considerable prior knowledge. This enables them to focus on concepts for which
the participants truly have knowledge gaps and ensure the best return of investment on the training provided
and the time used for the training.
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